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Public Funding

As part of the OPEN+ Program, ARPA-E will award $1.7M to University of Colorado to 
develop 3D-printed, biodegradable soil sensors to help farmers to precisely understand
crop water and fertilization needs. +info 

P.E.S. Technologies, a plastic electronics start-up, and NIAB-EMR, a horticultural research
transfer organisation, have received £500K from UK Innovative to develop plastic electronic
volatile organic compound sensors for determining soil health. +info

The University of Reading has received £20K from STFC to develop small, inexpensive
sensors that are long-lasting, ultra-low powered, and wireless for measuring soil NPCW 
(nitrogen, phosphorus, carbon, and water) components at temporal and spatial scales that
are not possible today. +info

The face of promising research: Gregory L. Whiting, 
Mechanical Engineering Assistant Professor at U. 
Colorado +info and Chad Ulven, Mechanical
Engineering Associate Professor at NDSU +info 

Other leading research org in EU: 

The Ulven Research Group at NDSU is developing 
biodegradable sensors that use NDSU’s patent-pending 
“direct write” electronic printing techniques to print circuit 
and antenna patterns directly onto renewable, bio-based 
materials. +info

Futuristic Scenarios

UConn engineers have created a biodegradable pressure sensor 
that could help doctors monitor chronic lung disease, swelling of 
the brain, and other medical conditions before dissolving 
harmlessly in a patient’s body. +info

GOAL: Biodegradable soil sensors to measure infield conditions such as 
moisture, salinity, nitrogen, phosphorous, potassium and pH-levels in real time. 
The sensors approximately are the same size as a seed and shall degrade at the 
end of each planting season and leave no harmful toxins in the soil.

https://arpa-e.energy.gov/sites/default/files/documents/files/OPEN_2018_Cohort_Agriculture_Sensors_Project_Descriptions.pdf
https://gtr.ukri.org/projects?ref=133537
https://gtr.ukri.org/projects?ref=ST/T001518/1
https://www.colorado.edu/mechanical/gregory-l-whiting
https://www.ndsu.edu/researchgroups/ulven/contact/
https://www.ndsu.edu/researchgroups/ulven/biodegradable_soil_sensors/
https://today.uconn.edu/2018/01/biodegradable-sensor-monitors-pressure-body-disappears/


Biodegradable sensors
for precision farming
The number of documents in this field has been ranging from 12/30 yearly
since 2010, although it is expected to increase in 2019 and to continue
growing in 2020.

Number of records in Biodegradable Sensors for Precision Farming [1] 

Public Funding awarded to Biodegradable Sensors for Precision Farming since 2010 [1] 

[1]Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/Biosensors_farming

Top organizations active in Biodegradable Sensors for Precision Farming are companies (70%) 
from the USA (40%). Top active countries in the field are European, besides the USA, and South 
Korea. 

Most active organizations in Biodegradable Sensors for Precision Farming [1] 

Top 10 active countries in Biodegradable Sensors for Precision Farming [1] 

Drones equipped with hyper-spectral, multispectral, 
or thermal sensors are able to identify areas that 
require changes in irrigation. Once crops have 
started growing, these sensors are able to calculate 
their vegetation index, and indicator of health, by 
measuring the crop's heat signature. + info

http://bit.ly/Biosensors_farming
http://assets.e-agriculture.fao.org.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/public/news/ICT4AG_Abdelaziz%20Lawani_May.pdf


Highlights

Not only around the communication principles and challenges in order to wirelessly read out 
passive sensors at long distances (which is short-term research and a industrial concern), from 
hundreds of meters to kilometers.
Special attention to zero-power sensors applied to Agriculture, where high energy efficiency to 
passively monitor plants, water and crops are needed, particularly in rural areas (off-grid). +info

Smart Cities is another key are of focus: one of  MIT 10 Breakthrough technologies in 2018 +info

Sensing City - Sensors & Smart cities
e.g. Alphabet’s Sidewalk Labs (NY City), is collaborating with the Canadian government on 
Toronto’s industrial waterfront. One of the project’s goals is to base decisions about design, 
policy, and tech on information from an extensive network of sensors that gather data on 
everything from air quality to noise levels to people’s activities.
The plan calls for all vehicles to be autonomous and shared. Robots will roam underground doing 
menial chores like delivering the mail. Sidewalk Labs will open access to the software and 
systems. +info

The face of promising research: 
Zhenyun Qian, and Cristian Cassella in Northeastern Univ, 
USA +info
Emanuel M. Popovici, Univ. College Cork, Ireland +info
Sangkil Kim, Pusan Univ, South Korea +info

GOAL: Billions of new devices are expected to come online, following the 
“connect everything” mantra, to make our environments smarter and more 
efficient. 5G and Battery technology make these devices rely on power 
challenges that need to be overcome.

Lines involve sensors for RF-energy harvesting, micromechanical 
photoswitches, acoustically powered underwater devices, opportunistic 
energy scavenging, and other characteristics.

Other promising research: 
VTT line of research in Finland (RFID sensors) 
+info
Texas Instruments also has inventions as early 
as 2013 in this type of sensors with digital TV 
signals.

Futuristic Scenarios

How to investigate the vastly unexplored oceans? 
Researchers aim to build a submerged network of interconnected sensors 
that send data to the surface — an underwater ‘IoT’. 
But how to supply constant power to thousands of sensors designed to 
stay for years in the ocean’s deep? MIT investigates a battery-free 
underwater 'piezoelectric' sensor which transmits data by absorbing or 
reflecting sound waves 
back to a receiver, where a
Reflected wave decodes a 
1 bit and an absorbed wave 
Decodes a 0 bit — and 
Simultaneously stores energy.
+info

Source pic: courtesy of researchers

https://www.linknovate.com/search/?query=zero-power,maintenance-free&query=agriculture,farm,agritech,crop,%22water+monitoring%22&query=sensor
https://www.technologyreview.com/lists/technologies/2018/%23sensing-city
https://www.theverge.com/2019/6/24/18715486/alphabet-sidewalk-labs-toronto-high-tech-city-within-a-city-plan
https://scholar.google.es/citations?user=v3FQ3ksAAAAJ&hl=en&oi=sra
https://scholar.google.es/citations?hl=en&user=_6jD76IAAAAJ&view_op=list_works
https://scholar.google.es/citations?user=HsUrFQ0AAAAJ&hl=en&oi=sra
https://www.vttresearch.com/services/digital-society/smart-lighting/sensor-integration/zero-power-wireless-sensors
https://www.engineersjournal.ie/2019/08/26/a-battery-free-sensor-for-underwater-exploration/


Zero-Power Sensors

References have grown considerably over 2019 in zero power sensors applied to 
agritech and smart farming.

Number of records in Zero Power Sensors [1]

Number of records in Zero-Power Battery [2] 

[1] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/zeropower
[2] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/zeropowerbattery
[3] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/zeropowerbatterygrant

Most active organizations in Zero-Power sensors [1]

Public Funding in the space [3]

Excluding projects and grants in ultra low power sensor network (works range 2008-2015), with 
projects like and SYNCSEN and DEMOSYNCSEN +info, and more recently ULISSES (3,83M€, 
2019, +info).

Arpa-E (2019): Zero-Power Wireless Infrared Digitizing
Sensors for Large Scale Energy-Smart Farm ($1,63M).
Northeastern University will develop a maintenance-free 
sensor network to improve energy and agricultural
efficiency by monitoring water content in plants. 
Sensors will monitor water stress-related plant
characteristics, relaying these data wirelessly to a 
control center in the irrigation system. It will eliminate
the cost of battery replacement. + info

http://tiny.cc/zeropower
http://tiny.cc/zeropowerbattery
http://tiny.cc/zeropowerbatterygrant
https://www.linknovate.com/affiliation/ateknea-solutions-catalonia-sa-4761288/all/?query=zero-power,battery-less,ultra%20low%20power&query=%22sensor%20network%22,%22distributed%20network%22&query=sensor&doc_type=grant
https://www.ulisses-project.eu/
https://arpa-e.energy.gov/?q=slick-sheet-project/more-information-northeasterns-project-coming-soon


The NSF takes the lead

It has granted $0,9M for DEUS Collaborative Research, which aims to develop a cyber
interconnection scheme that enables data delivery from underwater sensors to the
surface station with autonomous underwater vehicles and advanced magnetic-
induction antenna design. +info 

$400K to PFI project for enabling reliable wireless communications. It aims to increasing
information data rates by an order of magnitude over existing technologies, and $400K to a 
FET-like research that will develop distributed electro-mechanical transmitters for wireless
communications in radio frequency denied environments. It will lay the first theoretical
groundwork for the precise control of networked high-speed machines.

In the UK, Durham University and the National Oceanography Center have received $656K to 
design and field test a new generation of low-cost smart sensors, which return data without
expensive surface vessels; via pop-up floats and satellite links. +info

The face of promising research:
Yahong Rosa Zheng, Electrical and Computer
Engineering Prof. at Lehigh University +info
Paolo Casari, Research Assistant Prof at IMDEA 
Networks +info

Other promising research: 

EC-funded Oceanid project aims to commercialise a system 
for cost-efficient ocean-bottom data acquisition via a 
network of retrievable and fully autonomous underwater 
vehicles (AUVs) and a novel wireless power and data 
transmission system. +info

Futuristic Scenarios

Smart dust for large-scale underwater wireless sensing
Underwater smartdust technology will transform underwater sensor 
networks to allow long term monitoring with high spatial resolution, 
frequent updates and near real-time data delivery. +info

It is now very easy to get vast amounts of data from one side of an ocean to 
another; but it is hard to get even modest amounts of data out from the ocean 
itself. A new infrastructure is needed to enable sensors at sea to transfer their 
data back to land.

https://www.linknovate.com/grant/cps-synergy-collaborative-research-deus-distributed-efficient-ubiquitous-and-secure-data-delivery-using-autonomous-underwater-vehicles-124152/
https://www.linknovate.com/grant/pfi-tt-prototyping-a-multiple-input-multiple-output-single-carrier-modulation-turbo-transceiver-for-robust-underwater-wireless-communications-254144/
https://www.linknovate.com/grant/distributed-electro-mechanical-transmitters-for-adaptive-and-power-efficient-wireless-communications-in-rf-denied-environments-273814/
https://www.linknovate.com/grant/developing-a-global-listening-network-for-turbidity-currents-and-seafloor-processes-261363/
http://www.ece.lehigh.edu/index.php?page=y-rosa-zheng
https://people.networks.imdea.org/%7Epaolo_casari/
https://www.linknovate.com/grant/oceanid-large-scale-piloting-and-market-maturation-of-a-disruptive-technology-comprising-a-fully-automatic-survey-system-dramatically-reducing-the-operational-cost-of-handling-swarms-of-autonomous-sensornodes-71541
https://www.linknovate.com/grant/usmart-smart-dust-for-large-scale-underwater-wireless-sensing-114578/


Ocean Wiring and 
Sensing
Activity has been exponentially increasing since 2014, and it is expected to 
keep growing.

Number of records in Ocean Wiring and Sensing [1] 

Public Funding for Ocean Wiring and Sensing [1] 

[1]Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/OceanWiring
[2] Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/Linknovate_GrantsQCML

Top active organizations in the activity ranking are (surprisingly) companies, such as Infinera, 
Seabed Geosolutions and OceanPowerTech, with patents and specialised news appearance. 
Nonetheless the organisations attracting the most public funding are Universities from the
United States, the French CEA and the Norwegian NUST.

Most active organizations in Ocean Wiring and Sensing[1] 

Active key-players in terms of public funding (grants) [2] 

Saildrone’s wants to have a thousand of its little craft
sailing the oceans by 2021 to track fish and pick up 
pollutants, analyse carbon-dioxide and oxygen
concentrations in the water, record the height of the
waves and the speed of undersea currents, feel
variations in the magnetic field. + info

http://bit.ly/OceanWiring
http://bit.ly/Linknovate_GrantsQCML
http://bit.ly/UnderwaterWirelessGrants
https://www.economist.com/technology-quarterly/2018/03/19/sailing-the-wired-seas
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